COURSE GUIDE: K–12

Health Science
Outcomes-focused Solutions

Our digital and textbook resources fully support 21st Century Skills development and College and Career Readiness. Our solutions — driven by innovative technology and authoritative content — center on outcomes that empower, engage, and help your learners achieve success in the classroom and beyond.

EXPLORE THE
Digital Difference

Choose the digital resources that elevate classroom learning

MindTap from Cengage Learning represents a new approach to a highly personalized, online learning experience. A fully online solution, MindTap combines all of a student’s learning tools—readings, multimedia, activities and assessments—into a singular Learning Path that guides the student through the curriculum. Instructors can personalize the experience by customizing the presentation of these learning tools to their students and adding their own content.

Cengage Learning’s CourseMate brings course concepts to life with interactive learning, study, and exam preparation tools that support the embedded, interactive eBook. Instructors can also track student engagement and performance.

learninglab
Captivate your students! Learning Labs are online homework solutions that allow your students to practice the most difficult concepts associated with their Cengage Learning textbooks in a simulated, real-world environment.

NGL.Cengage.com/catalogs

Introduction To Health Science

Diversified Health Occupations, 8e
Simmers
©2014
Casebound
978-11336-93611

Introduction to Health Science Technology, 2e
Simmers
©2009
Casebound
978-14180-21221

Introduction to Health Care, 3e
Mitchell/Haroun
©2012
Paperbound
978-14354-87550

Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology
Rizzo
©2012
Paperbound
978-11111-38448

Body Structures and Functions, 12e
Scott/Fong
©2014
Casebound
978-11336-91655

Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology, 3e
Rizzo
©2010
Casebound
978-11110-38694

Health Care Career Exploration Learning Lab
978-11336-09117

Contact your sales representative for review copies today. Visit us at NGL.Cengage.com/RepFinder to find your sales representative or call us at 888-915-3276.
**CourseMate**

Engaging. Trackable. Affordable.

The simple way to boost student interest and engagement

CourseMate brings concepts to life with web-based learning, study, and exam preparation tools that support your Cengage Learning textbook. Watch comprehension soar as CourseMate goes beyond the book to deliver what learners need!

**WHAT WILL YOU FIND?**

- **The Engagement Tracker**, which checks the progress of your students, identifies those at risk, and uncovers concepts that are challenging for your class.
- An **integrated eBook** that allows students to take notes, highlight, search, and access book-specific embedded media.
- A **Student Learning Pathway**, customized to your adopted textbook, that integrates digital media.
- Engaging quizzes, flashcards, and videos to further drive interest.
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**MindTap™**

Tap into the personalized teaching experience

MindTap is a personalized teaching experience with relevant assignments that guide students to analyze, apply, and improve thinking, allowing you to measure skills and outcomes with ease.

**Elevate Thinking**

Relevant readings, multimedia, and activities are designed to take students up the levels of learning, from basic knowledge to analysis and application.

**Promote Better Outcomes**

Analytics and reports provide a snapshot of class progress, time in course, engagement and completion rates.

**Easily Set Your Course**

Personalized teaching becomes yours through a Learning Path built with key student objectives and your syllabus in mind. Control what students see and when they see it.

“*We have seen an increase of at least one letter grade when we compare the performance of students who used MindTap with those who didn’t.*” — Scott Domowicz, Erie Institute of Technology

Tap into more info at: [www.cengage.com/mindtap](http://www.cengage.com/mindtap)

---

Engaged with you.